Students said their most significant learning experiences were:

- **student groups (4%)**
  "We all come together from different backgrounds... and we get to create something powerful and beautiful together."

- **a specific course or program (33%)**
  "It really challenged me and helped me look at the world around me differently."

- **experiential learning (15%)**
  "I loved the opportunity to grow in my learning as well as my personal work experience."

- **faculty (10%)**
  "The faculty in my department... helped me talk through graduate school programs and find job/internship opportunities."

- **the overall experience (6%)**
  "a combination of my experiences here, both inside and outside the classroom."

- **personal (21%)**
  "I have learned to express myself and be comfortable in pushing my comfort levels."

- **Students who rated their experience as excellent were more likely to cite experiential learning as their most memorable experience.**

82% of UTC students rate their experience as excellent or good.